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AcuPresence® works directly with the spiritual essence of acupuncture points. This 

course module gives a brief overview of the Wood Element, its associated meridians 

and a selection of acupuncture points that live within these meridian. We will take an 

in-depth look at 10 acupuncture points that are most commonly used in AcuPresence® 

by exploring their unique essence, energetic qualities, precise location, medicinal 

virtues, and indications for usage.

This course is one in a series offered by 
AcuPresence®, a transformative healing art based 
on the tradition of Classical Acupuncture and the 
universal principle that everything is vibration.

INTRODUCTION

http://acupresence.com/
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Each element is associated with a season, a climate, 

a color, taste, sound, and odor. Each one nourishes an 

organ or body function and carries a specific emotional 

tone. The functions of the elements are carried out by the 

meridians, or Officials, which transport their various life 

energies throughout the body.

Together, the elements describe all aspects of the process 

of dynamic harmony and balance within our body and 

within the whole energy system. They give our lives and all 

of Nature a sense of purpose, growth, and fulfillment.

Wood, fire, earth, metal, and water represent 
the patterns, phases, and cycles of life.

THE ELEMENTS

http://acupresence.com/
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It is filled with Qi, universal life force, the essence of our being and the energy 

that gives us life. It nourishes every cell, every organ in our body. This energy 

flows through a network of energy channels in the body known as meridians. The 

meridian system is the connection between the physical body and the spirit. Like 

highways throughout the internal landscape, meridians are rivers of frequency that 

carry vital life force or Qi throughout the body kingdom.

The body is a sacred temple, made manifest 
by the incarnation of spirit into matter.

QI AND THE MERIDIANS

http://acupresence.com/
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Acupoints are the sacred sites located along the meridian highways that carry life energy 

through the body’s kingdom. 

Just as the earth’s landscape is abundant with streams, valleys, ponds, seas, rivers, and springs, 

so is the landscape of our body. We also find palaces, sacred gates, courtyards and burial 

grounds upon our geography. Many of the acupoints are named after these sacred sites, such as 

Heavenly Palace on the Lung Meridian, Sea of Qi on the Conception Vessel, Spirit Storehouse on 

the Kidney Meridian, and Palace of Weariness on the Heart Protector Meridian. 

An acupoint represents a specific facet of how the Tao (universal flow of life) expresses itself in a 

human being. Each point carries a unique vibrational signature. The imagery of ancient Chinese 

medicine describes each acupoint as a mythological archetype, symbolized by a pictographic 

Chinese character, which illustrates the name and the spirit of the point. 

The macrocosm of the great web of life is 
mapped into the microcosm of the body.

ACUPOINTS: THE SACRED SITES

http://acupresence.com/
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The Wood Element

Vision  |  Growth  |  Purpose

KEYNOTES 

Season: Spring

Climate: Wind

Color: Green

Taste: Sour

Sound: Shouting

Odor: Rancid

Emotion: Anger 

Fortifies: Tendons, 

ligaments, nails

Power: Birth

Orifice: Eyes

Organs and Meridians: Liver 

and Gall Bladder

 

The Wood element is associated with Spring, the season 

of planting seeds and new growth. Hopeful, colorful, and 

exuberant, it represents birth and regeneration.

Wood’s corresponding meridians are the Liver and Gall 

Bladder.

People with well-developed Wood energy have a clear sense 

of purpose. They excel at making decisions, setting goals, 

planning, and following through.

The Wood element in balance is creative, flexible, vigorous, 

and visionary. It surges forward with efficiency and 

determination, unhindered as it adapts to any obstacles it 

meets.

Wood out of balance can be indecisive, stuck, and 

procrastinating, or overly controlling and pushing too hard. 

It may feel frustrated and angry, or shut down and hopeless.

Physical signs of liver meridian stress include migraines, 

eye or sinus problems, hernia, genital rash or discharge, 

menstrual distress, and uterine fibroids.

Some Sacred Sites on the Wood Element

Wilderness Mound: Grounds, stabilizes and clears our 

forward vision.

Gate of Hope: Inspires hope, clarity to fulfill our higher 

purpose. 

Supreme Rushing: Calms agitation, brings balance and self-

assurance.

http://acupresence.com/
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THE OFFICIAL OF PLANNING

The Liver Meridian

The liver holds the office of general of the armed 
forces. Assessment of circumstances and conception 
of plans stem from it.
-Nei Jing Su When

Name: The Official of Planning

Meridian: Liver

Element: Wood

Quality: Yin

Paired Meridian: Gall Bladder

Location: Big toe to mid ribcage

The Liver meridian is named the Official In Charge of Planning. 

The Yin meridian of the Wood element, it is paired with the 

Gallbladder. The Liver meridian runs from the big toe up the 

inside of the leg and the front trunk to the lower ribs.

The Official of Strategic Planning is the grand architect who 

draws up the master plans for the kingdom. Like the general 

of the armed forces, it holds the vision and purpose, carefully 

assesses circumstances, plans the strategy for movement 

forward, and leads the troops into action. 

The Master Planner rules “flowing and spreading,” keeping 

blood, energy, and emotions flowing freely and fluidly. It 

makes sure all the Officials work together for the benefit of 

the whole kingdom. 

If the Liver Official is weakened, it may procrastinate and have 

trouble making decisions or getting anything accomplished. 

There can be over-planning or no planning at all. We may 

lose sight of where we’re going, and feel hopeless, stagnant, 

or resentful.

A strong, coherent Official of Planning moves with clear, 

deep purpose and the creative flexibility to keep going and 

growing gracefully until its goals are achieved. It is visionary, 

benevolent, and unstoppable.

http://acupresence.com/
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THE OFFICIAL OF DECISION MAKING AND 
JUDGMENT

The Gall Bladder 
Meridian

The gallbladder is responsible for what is just and 
exact. Determination and decision stem from it.
-Nei Jing Su When

Name: The Official of Decision Making and Judgment

Meridian: Gall Bladder

Element: Wood

Quality: Yang

Paired Meridian: Liver

Location: Temple to 4th toe

The Gall Bladder meridian is named the Official of Decision 

Making and Judgment. It’s the Yang Official of the Wood 

Element, paired with the Yin Liver. It runs from the temple 

along the side of the head, down the side of the trunk and 

outer side of the leg to the fourth toe.

The Official of Decision-Making and Judgment is like the 

contractor or foreman who carries out the Master Architect’s 

plans. Holding the grand vision for the future, the Gall 

Bladder Official makes the precise judgment calls and 

upright decisions to fulfill the Planner’s hopes and dreams 

for the kingdom.

When the Gall Bladder meridian is out of balance, we may 

have difficulty making decisions. We may become inflexible, 

hanging on to old feelings and beliefs or rigid attitudes. We 

can lose sight of our hopes for the future.

In coherency, the Wise Decision Maker vigorously directs 

all activity in the kingdom with the pure purpose to bring 

the Master Planner’s vision to fruition. Enthusiastic and 

courageous, it empowers decisiveness, growth, and big-

picture as well as fine-detail perspective.

http://acupresence.com/
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Wood Meridians
LIVER (YIN) 
GALLBLADDER (YANG)

http://acupresence.com/
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Over 100 acupoints have been carefully selected 
for their applicability to AcuPresence. 
An Acupoint Synopsis Page has been created for each acupoint. The following Acupoint Synopsis Pages 

contain all the information we need about an acupoint in order to do an AcuPresence Attunement Session. 

Here is an overview of the information found on each Acupoint Synopsis Page.  

ACUPOINT SYNOPSIS PAGES

Acupoint Name  |  First you see the name and abbreviation of the 

meridian and the number indicating the acupoints location. Below 

that is the traditional English name of the acupoint. 

Invocation  |  An invocation is a statement that invokes the highest 

frequency of the acupoint. When spoken, it continually releases this 

higher note or song into our body and consciousness in order to 

come into resonance with it. 

Essence of the Acupoint  |  The Essence or Spirit of the acupoint is 

the heart of what AcuPresence is all about. It’s the core foundation, 

the magic. 

This unique vibrational signature, the spiritual essence of the 

acupoint, is encoded within the original pictographic Chinese 

character telling the story of the Acupoint. Often the name of the 

point reflects a spiritual quality or function. These meanings are not 

always found in the typical modern TCM systems of acupuncture, 

however in Classical Five Element Acupuncture they are considered 

vital in understanding the functional healing role of the acupoint. 

The most important part of the AcuPresence Session is to read 

and fully contemplate the Essence of the Point. This is where our 

relationship with the sacred sites begins. 

Acupoint Location  |  Anatomical drawings as well as written 

instructions for locating the acupoint are given. 

Medicinal Virtues  |  Some of the key benefits of the acupoint 

are summarized. “Harmonizes” lists some of the conditions or 

imbalances that the point addresses.

I Ching Hexagram(s)  |  This is a list of the I Ching Hexagrams that 

are constitutionally associated with the acupoint.

http://acupresence.com/
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Sacred Sites on the Wood Element
The 10 acupoints offered in this course have been selected for their healing virtues in association with 

healing protocols used in AcuPresence®. There are many, many more powerful and effective points on the 

wood meridians.

ACUPOINT SYNOPSIS PAGES

Wind Pond  |  Gall Bladder 20

Sun and Moon  |  Gall Bladder 24

Wilderness Mound  |  Gall Bladder 40

Valiant Stream  |  Gall Bladder 43

Foot Hole Yin  |  Gall Bladder 44

Great Esteem  |  Liver 1

Walk Between  |  Liver 2

Middle Seal  |  Liver 4

Insect Ditch  |  Liver 5

Gate of Hope  |  Liver 14

http://acupresence.com/
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GALL BLADDER 20  |   GB.20

LOCATION

Below the occipital bone (bottom of skull), in the center of 

the depression between the occipital bone and the mastoid 

process (bony prominence just behind earlobe), just above 

the natural hair line and next to the trapezius muscle.

MEDICINAL VIRTUES

Calms inner turmoil. Restores mental clarity and 

perspective. Brings acceptance and peace.

Harmonizes: stress, perpetual mental turbulence, 

convulsions, hypertension, stiff neck, insomnia, vertigo, 

headache, eye pain

I  CHING HEXAGRAM(S)

Functions as the Window to Heaven Point for Wood 

Element: 44, 46, 57

Wind Pond
INVOCATION

At Wind Pond, I melt into my deep 
inner reserves of clarity, harmony, 
stillness, and peace.
ESSENCE OF WIND POND

Wind Pond is where we access our reserves of inner peace in 

order to flow with the seasonal winds and random gusts of 

life. We receive clear vision and new perspective. This pond 

offers a calm reflection of our true nature, where inner turmoil, 

stress, and judgments melt into harmony and stillness.

http://acupresence.com/
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GALL BLADDER 24  |   GB.24

LOCATION

In the seventh intercostal space directly below the nipple. 

Tip: You can find the seventh intercostal space by placing 

your finger in the space just below the clavicle (collar 

bone). Slide down over seven ribs to the seventh intercostal 

space. It is lateral to the Conception Vessel meridian 5 ACI 

above the navel.

MEDICINAL VIRTUES

Re-establishes coherency in body, mind, and spirit. 

Harmonizes opposites. Illuminates, reflects, and clarifies.

Harmonizes: hepatitis, peptic ulcer, hiccups, abdominal 

distention, jaundice, acid regurgitation

I  CHING HEXAGRAM(S)

Core Point: 18, 28, 37, 50, 57 

Physiology Point: 51

Sun and Moon
INVOCATION

At Sun and Moon, I find a 
harmonious balance of bright 
illumination and contemplative 
reflection.
ESSENCE OF SUN AND MOON

The sun represents outer illumination, the vision that brings 

things into the world; and the moon offers the quality of 

light at night that blends all things, rolling the “ten thousand 

things” back into One. The sun and the moon together 

create night and day, light and dark, male and female, yang 

and yin, positive and negative, and all the polarities we 

need for balance. Here we find harmony in the sun’s bright 

illumination and the moon’s contemplative reflection.

http://acupresence.com/
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GALL BLADDER 40  |   GB.40

LOCATION

In the hollow just in front of the ankle.

MEDICINAL VIRTUES

Grounds our stability and perspective. Provides all we need. 

Clears our vision to move forward.

Harmonizes: pain in chest and ribs, diseases of the 

ankle, distention of the lower abdomen, colic, irregular 

menstruation, conjunctivitis

I  CHING HEXAGRAM(S)

N/A

Wilderness Mound
INVOCATION

At Wilderness Mound, I move 
forward with clear vision from a 
stable and harmonious grounding.
ESSENCE OF WILDERNESS MOUND

This is a mound in the wilderness where we can stand and 

gaze upon where we are, and where we are going, when 

we can’t “‘see the forest for the trees.” At the source of the 

gallbladder meridian, Nature gives us all we need, such as 

fresh water, air, food, and shelter. This mound is the earth 

point on the element of wood, where we have the vantage 

point to see the magnificence of Nature, release judgments, 

and bring harmony back into our own inner growth.  Here, 

the infrastructure of our inner landscape is strong, and we 

have the integrity of clear vision to move into life from a 

stable and harmonious place.

http://acupresence.com/
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GALL BLADDER 43  |   GB.43

LOCATION

On the top of the foot, between the fourth and fifth toes, 

just beyond the base of the fourth toe.

MEDICINAL VIRTUES

Renews courage and determination to grow. Expands 

mental flexibility. Refreshes vitality.

Harmonizes: chronic anger, swelling, facial edema, 

heaviness, athlete’s foot, migraine headache, hypertension, 

tinnitus, deafness, chest and abdominal pain

I  CHING HEXAGRAM(S)

Source Point: 59 

Vesica Point: 55

Valiant Stream
INVOCATION

At Valiant Stream, I am renewed 
with vitality, wisdom, and 
flexibility as I bring my dreams 
and visions to fruition.
ESSENCE OF VALIANT STREAM

Valiant Stream offers a refined quality of nobility that 

cleanses, renews and refreshes our vitality, bringing us 

strength, confidence, wisdom and flexibility.  As the water 

point on the gall bladder meridian, it brings vibrant water 

energy, which gives us the fluidity and resourcefulness 

needed to rest in the fullness of our unique essence and 

bring our visions into fruition.

http://acupresence.com/
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GALL BLADDER 44  |   GB.44

LOCATION

Outer nail point of the fourth toe, about 0.1 ACI 

from the bottom corner of the nail. Nail points 

are located at the intersection of the lines.

MEDICINAL VIRTUES

Balances doing and being. Harmonizes unbalanced 

energies. Resolves anger. Helps us make healthy decisions.

Harmonizes: paranoia, insomnia or excessive sleep, pleurisy, 

hypertension, headache, dreams of death

I  CHING HEXAGRAM(S)

Source Point: 9 

Vesica Point: 16

Foot Hole Yin
INVOCATION

At Foot Hole Yin, my vision is 
polished to diamond clarity as the 
soft, receptive feminine essence fills 
me.
ESSENCE OF FOOT HOLE YIN

Foot Hole Yin is a meditative sanctuary filled with the soft, 

receptive essence of the feminine. It brings us the balance 

we seek to grow and move forward. At this metal element 

point, we breathe in the inspirations of heaven and let go 

of the nonessential with our outbreath. The qualities of 

wood strengthen our inner dignity and help us define our 

goals, make healthy decisions, and move forward with 

determination as our vision is polished to diamond clarity.

http://acupresence.com/
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LIVER 1  |   LV.1

LOCATION

Inner nail point of the big toe, about 0.1 ACI 

from the bottom corner of the nail. Nail points 

are located at the intersection of the lines.

MEDICINAL VIRTUES

Empowers confidence and self-esteem. Sources clear 

vision. Grounds us for growth and change.

Harmonizes: irregular menstruation, hernia pain, prolapsed 

uterus, urinary incontinence, epilepsy, uterine bleeding

I  CHING HEXAGRAM(S)

Source Point: 57 

Vesica Point: 51

Great Esteem
INVOCATION

At Great Esteem, my deep intuition 
and self-love provide strength 
and flexibility to my creative flow 
forward.
ESSENCE OF GREAT ESTEEM

Great Esteem roots us deeply into the ground of our being, 

giving us stability and clarity that enables us to flow with the 

gentle as well as the not so gentle winds of life. It empowers 

a specific virtue of self-esteem that emerges from our 

deepest intuitive nature, shaking up the rubbish of current 

and past “what-ifs”’ and moving us forward. As the wood 

point on the liver meridian, this is where growth and intuitive 

vision are at their source, providing determination, strength, 

and flexibility,  giving direction to our creative flow.

http://acupresence.com/
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LIVER 2  |   LV.2

LOCATION

On the top of the foot, between the big toe and the second 

toe, just below the base of the big toe.

MEDICINAL VIRTUES

Balances extremes. Softens and increases flexibility. 

Cultivates passion and relaxation.

Harmonizes: agitation, urine retention, headache, insomnia, 

gastric pain, swollen knee, insanity, vomiting, colic, eye pain

I  CHING HEXAGRAM(S)

Source Point: 37 

Vesica Point: 40

Walk Between
INVOCATION

At Walk Between, I walk 
the middle path of balanced 
equilibrium, illuminated by the 
divine light within me.
ESSENCE OF WALK BETWEEN

This is where we walk between the polarities of good/bad, 

right/wrong, this and that, and find harmony and balance, 

the middle path. It’s like a cosmic gateway of moonlight that 

illuminates the darkness of corruption or negativity in our 

life, inviting us into the equilibrium of higher understanding. 

As the fire point, it warms us to the divine love and light 

within, softening and transforming our one-sidedness and 

inflexibility, healing that which keeps us from walking the 

middle path.

http://acupresence.com/
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LIVER 4  |   LV.4

LOCATION

At the front flexure of the ankle, between the two tendons 

(tibialis anterior and the extensor hallucis longus).

MEDICINAL VIRTUES

Brings meaning to life. Connects us with our true royal 

essence. Empowers self-confidence and sense of purpose.

Harmonizes: quick anger, cold ankles and feet, paralysis, 

impotence, jaundice, genital pain, insomnia

I  CHING HEXAGRAM(S)

Source Point: 44, 61 

Vesica Point: 24, 62

Middle Seal
INVOCATION

At Middle Seal, I respect the 
royalty of my core essence and 
embrace my totality.
ESSENCE OF MIDDLE SEAL

This is a stamp of quality, our inner seal of royalty, showing 

us our “middle,” our core essence. As the metal point on the 

liver meridian, Middle Seal brings high quality and a sense 

of worth to the central purpose of our life. We feel a deep 

respect for the integrity of who we are. Life is composed 

of polarities such as yin and yang, or light and dark. Here 

we receive the Emperor’s seal of approval. Stamped with 

acceptance and inclusion, we embrace both our light and 

dark sides, and live in totality.

http://acupresence.com/
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LIVER 5  |   LV.5

LOCATION

On the inner surface of the leg, 6 ACI above the 

prominence (highest point) of the ankle bone next to the 

tibia bone.

MEDICINAL VIRTUES

Soothes itchy or irritated skin. Cleanses and detoxifies. 

Calms irritating thoughts.

Harmonizes: retention of urine, endometriosis, vaginal 

discharge; swollen, painful, itchy testicles, prolapsed uterus, 

impotence, herpes, irregular menstruation

I  CHING HEXAGRAM(S)

N/A

Insect Ditch
INVOCATION

At Insect Ditch, irritation and 
frustration are cleared, and my 
inner peace is restored.
ESSENCE OF INSECT DITCH

Here we can let go of old beliefs and memories that have 

kept us stuck. Our inner peace and harmony are restored, 

stabilized, and anchored. Like a colony of bees polishing 

their hive and filling it with pure honey, Insect Ditch clears 

out buried irritation, confusion, crankiness and stale, rigid 

beliefs. This cleansing of the toxicity in our system calmly 

supports our growth and inner clarity.

http://acupresence.com/
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LIVER 14  |   LV.14

LOCATION

On the edge of the thoracic cage (rib cage), below the 

nipple in the 6th intercostal space. Tip: Follow ribcage 

down to notch, palpating with several fingers until you find 

a notch in rib just off rib cage.

MEDICINAL VIRTUES

Inspires hope, desire and clear intention. Empowers us to 

touch our higher purpose. Moves us into a joyful future.

Harmonizes: frustration, loneliness, stuckness, fear 

of rejection, hopelessness, hepatitis, abdominal pain, 

dizziness, blurred vision, belching, nausea

I  CHING HEXAGRAM(S)

Core Point: 9, 32, 42, 48, 53, 59, 61 

Physiology Point: 1, 15

Gate of Hope
INVOCATION

At Gate of Hope, I am inspired 
with new purpose and the vision of 
a joyful future where all things are 
possible.
ESSENCE OF GATE OF HOPE

This gate is the last and the highest point on the liver meridian. 

It empowers us with the quality of aspiration, so that we 

can reach up and touch heaven. With this high vision, we 

find clarity and inspiration for our higher purpose, turning 

our eyes toward the future with enthusiastic intention and 

optimism. Here is a gateway through which we can move 

into a new place in life where we feel the joy and hope of a 

future where all things are possible.

http://acupresence.com/
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IN CLOSING

CLOSING TEXT...

AcuPresence® works directly with the spiritual essence of acupuncture points. This course 

module gives a brief overview of the Wood Element, its associated meridians and a selection 

of acupuncture points that live within these meridian. We will take an in-depth look at 10 

acupuncture points that are most commonly used in AcuPresence® by exploring their unique 

essence, energetic qualities, precise location, medicinal virtues, and indications for usage.

This is a short sentence in closing, AcuPresence®, a 
transformative healing art based on the tradition 
of Classical Acupuncture and the universal 
principle that everything is vibration.
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